Publicis Groupe to Acquire Digitas Inc. in $1.3 billion Transaction

Acquisition to make Publicis Groupe a world leader in Digital and Interactive Communications

- Publicis Groupe and Digitas Inc. have signed a definitive agreement on Wednesday, Dec. 20, under which Publicis Groupe proposes to acquire 100% of the shares of Digitas Inc. through a friendly cash tender offer.

- Publicis Groupe will pay Digitas Inc. shareholders $13.50 for each Digitas Inc. share, in a transaction valued at $1.3 billion.

- The transaction has received the unanimous approval of the Boards of Directors of the two companies.

- The Digitas Inc. Board of Directors unanimously recommends that its shareholders accept the Publicis Groupe tender offer.

- Digitas Inc. calls the offer highly attractive for its shareholders: the offer price represents a premium of 23.5% over the stock market price of Digitas Inc. on December 19, 2006 and 29.1% relative to the average price over the prior three months.

- The Digitas Inc. acquisition is expected to be accretive for Publicis Groupe on an operating margin (EBITA) per share basis by approximately 4% in 2007 and by approximately 6% in 2008, and accretive on a fully diluted EPS basis from 2008 onward (with cautious assumptions on cost synergies and assuming no revenue synergy).

- Because digital and interactive will account for more than 10% of global communications investments in 2010*, tomorrow’s key players are staking out today their positions. Digitas Inc., with its rich pool of unparalleled talent, will give Publicis Groupe a powerful growth engine in the years ahead.

* Worldwide advertising market 2006 (e): 423 billion US$ - source ZenithOptimedia
Maurice Lévy, Chairman and CEO of Publicis Groupe, said:
“We have been seeking to make an important strategic acquisition which could really boost our presence in the digital marketplace. The acquisition of Digitas Inc. allows us to immediately attain our goal of being one step closer to the future. With Digitas, Modem Media and Medical Broadcasting Company, Publicis Groupe becomes a world leader in digital communications. The strong relations forged over the recent months with David Kenny and his management team will benefit all of our respective stakeholders – clients, talent, and shareholders. And because of the friendly and cooperative spirit of this transaction, we look forward to a very successful and seamless integration. David Kenny and his teams have developed communication programs for their clients which are at the cutting edge of technological innovation. They have fashioned highly efficient tools for measurement and optimization of marketing plans and for improving return on investment. These are highly sought-after capabilities that I will be thrilled to have within Publicis Groupe once the transaction is completed. In addition, David will join our Executive Committee (the P12) and will be put in charge of the interactive and digital strategy of Publicis Groupe. Our goal is to offer to all our clients a complete range of interactive and digital marketing and communications services in a holistic approach.

“We also intend to roll out Digitas Inc.’s capabilities on a global scale in order to cement our leadership position worldwide. This operation will constitute a powerful growth engine for all of Publicis Groupe in a context in which digital and interactive marketing and communications should represent more than 10% of all worldwide investment by 2010,” Mr. Lévy stated.

David Kenny, Chairman and CEO of Digitas Inc. added:
“We believe this transaction provides substantial value to our shareholders as well as strategic advantages for the combined companies. By joining Publicis Groupe, we are bringing together key assets and strengths in order to capture a larger share of a sector which is expanding dramatically. We are very excited about the new and promising career opportunities this transaction will offer our talent. At the same time, we are strengthening our relations with clients through access to the rich resources of Publicis Groupe. We will be able to realize our goal of deploying our capabilities on a global scale through the international networks of Publicis Groupe as well as bolstering our relations with the major online media companies thanks to Starcom MediaVest Group and ZenithOptimedia. What will really make a positive difference is the truly warm welcome we are receiving from Publicis Groupe, whose culture perfectly fits ours. We have great respect for Publicis Groupe and for Maurice Lévy and what he has built over the last ten years. The way the Groupe grooms, develops and manages talent is extremely impressive. Our people will discover new and greater professional opportunities and our clients will discover new services. That is why I am so enthusiastic about this combination.”

* Worldwide advertising market 2006 (e): 423 billion US$ - source ZenithOptimedia
Paris and Boston, December 20, 2006 – Publicis Groupe (Euronext Paris: FR0000130577 and NYSE: PUB) and Digitas Inc (NASDAQ: DTAS) have signed a definitive merger agreement today for Publicis Groupe to acquire Digitas Inc. for $13.50 a share, in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.3 billion. The purchase price represents a 23.5% premium to the closing price of Digitas Inc.’s shares on December 19, 2006, and a 29% premium to the three-month trading average of Digitas Inc. shares. The transaction, which has been unanimously approved by the respective Boards of Directors of Publicis Groupe and Digitas Inc., will be effected through a cash tender offer that is expected to commence shortly. The Digitas Inc. Board of Directors has unanimously recommended that its shareholders accept the offer, pursuant to the tender offer information that will be sent to Digitas Inc.’s shareholders.

1 – The Strategic Framework of the Acquisition

- This transaction is completely in line with the strategy announced by Publicis Groupe to enhance its position in the fastest-growing part of the marketing services and communications market: the digital, interactive and mobile sector.

- By combining its global reach and strengths with those of Digitas Inc., Publicis Groupe becomes one of the world’s leading players in digital communications and marketing services.

- With such a complementary acquisition, Publicis Groupe will be better able to service its clients and bring them closer to the digital future.

2 – Strategic and Operational Advantages

- Digitas Inc. clients will be able to benefit from the global infrastructure of the Groupe and its networks – Publicis Worldwide, Satchi & Saatchi, Leo Burnett, Publicis Groupe Media (PGM - Starcom MediaVest Group and ZenithOptimedia), and the diverse activities of SAMS (Specialized Agencies and Marketing Services): Publicis Healthcare Communications Group-PHCG, Publicis Public Relations & Corporate Communications Group-PRCC, Publicis Events Worldwide, etc.

- Publicis Groupe clients will benefit from cutting-edge expertise developed by Digitas Inc. in the field of measurement and optimization tools, and from a rich pool of talent that is unparalleled in the industry.

- Publicis Groupe will have a more pronounced “digital” profile, and marketing services will account for 34% of the group’s revenue – compared with today’s 28%. This is in line with the transformation already well underway over the last few years to make digital communications part of the core growth strategy of Publicis Groupe’s activities in advertising, media and marketing services. This transformation has been strengthened recently by the acquisition of Solutions (India), Betterway (China), Pole Nord (France) and Atlanta-based Moxie Interactive, as well as by the launch of Denuo (USA).
Following the acquisition of Digitas Inc., digital and interactive operations will represent approximately 15% of total revenues for Publicis Groupe.

Furthermore, the partnerships developed with major portals and online media companies, such as Google, Yahoo! and MSN among others, will be strengthened – to the benefit of clients.

New technology platforms to be rolled out globally will make available cutting edge technology solutions in a cost efficient way.

3. Synergies

This transaction is expected to benefit from numerous synergies, including:

- Revenue growth through the extension of more complete offerings to the two companies’ respective clients.
- The international roll-out of Digitas Inc. capabilities will benefit from Publicis Groupe’s global infrastructure.
- The identification, recruitment and training of talents in the digital and interactive universe thanks to the methods developed by Digitas Inc. (more than 20 proprietary training programs) and an unmatched training infrastructure.
- Synergies in services should generate substantial savings starting in 2008, although synergies in 2007 are conservatively assumed to be offset by restructuring costs.

4. Publicis Groupe’s financial objective

Publicis Groupe’s operating margin target of 16.7% in 2008 remains unchanged.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive for Publicis Groupe on an EBITA per share basis by approximately 4% in 2007 and by approximately 6% in 2008, and accretive from 2008 onward on a fully diluted EPS basis based on cautious cost synergies assumptions and before any revenue synergy.

* * *
5 – About Digitas Inc.

Digitas Inc., founded in 1980, and listed on NASDAQ since 2000, is headquartered in Boston and today counts 2,050 employees. It is one of the United States’ leaders in digital and direct marketing. The group is comprised of three agencies:

- Digitas is one of the country's leading digital and direct marketing agencies. Digitas offers marketing services and strategy to design, build and run the marketing engines that drive customer acquisition, cross-sell, loyalty, affinity and care operations across digital and traditional media for world-leading brands. Known for its blend of strategy, creativity, execution and measurement, Digitas is a four-time Cannes Lions Award winner in both Cyber and Direct categories. It is led by Laura Lang.

- Medical Broadcasting LLC (MBC) is a leading full-service healthcare vertical interactive marketing agency, exclusively serving clients in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device industries. Since 1990, MBC has created innovative, integrated marketing programs that support and improve health decision-making for both consumer and healthcare professional audiences. MBC services span from acquisition to conversion through retention and include digital marketing strategy, online media planning and buying, search engine marketing, digital video production, web development, and web analytics. It is led by David Kramer and Linda Holliday.

- Modem Media Inc. (MM) is a digital and direct marketing agency that works with world-class companies to leverage and maximize their marketing channels to generate greater value and loyalty from their customers. Modem Media offers a range of integrated marketing services, including strategy and planning; creative design and execution; media research, planning and buying; search marketing; online and offline direct marketing; and technology enablement. Founded in 1987, Modem Media is recognized for its success in helping clients increase sales and reduce costs across their communications, selling and service activities. It is led by Martin Reidy.


Digitas Inc. will be an autonomous unit within Publicis Groupe. It will be led by Digitas Inc. CEO David Kenny, who will report directly to Maurice Lévy. Mr. Kenny will join the Publicis Groupe Executive Committee (P12) and will have overall responsibility for the Groupe’s digital and interactive strategy.
6 – About the Transaction

Pursuant to the definitive merger agreement, Publicis Group will commence a cash tender offer for all Digitas Inc. shares. This offer will be filed shortly with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

The commencement of the offer is expected to take place before the end of December 2006 and the offer will remain open 20 business days.

This tender offer is subject to certain conditions, including the tender of at least a majority of the fully diluted shares of Digitas Inc., clearance under the United States Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act and the German Act against Restraints of Competition and other conditions.

If all conditions to the offer are satisfied, Publicis will purchase all of the shares tendered. The balance of the Digitas Inc. shares would be acquired in one of two ways:

- If at least 90% of the outstanding shares are purchased in the offer, a short form merger would be completed in February 2007.
- If more than 50% but less than 90% of the shares are tendered into the offer, a shareholders meeting of Digitas Inc. would be necessary and a merger would be completed late in the first quarter or early in the second quarter of 2007.

As a result of the merger, Digitas Inc. will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Publicis Groupe.

The definitive merger agreement contains no financing contingency and Publicis Groupe has represented that it has sufficient cash and credit facilities available to close the transaction.

* * *

Messier & Associés served as strategic advisor to Publicis Groupe and Citigroup Corporate and Investment Banking served as financial advisor and dealer manager for the offer to Publicis Groupe and Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. served as financial advisor to Digitas Inc. and rendered a fairness opinion in connection with the transaction. Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz acted as legal counsel to Publicis Groupe and Goodwin Procter LLP served as legal counsel to Digitas Inc.
Additional Information

The tender offer for outstanding shares of Digitas Inc. common stock referred to in this communication has not yet commenced. This communication is neither an offer to purchase nor a solicitation of an offer to sell any securities. At the time the offer is commenced, if at all, Publicis Groupe will file a tender offer statement on Schedule TO with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and Digitas Inc. will file a solicitation/recommendation statement on Schedule 14D-9 with respect to the offer. Digitas Inc. stockholders are strongly advised to read the tender offer statement (including the offer to purchase, related letter of transmittal and other offer documents) and the solicitation/recommendation statement because they will contain important information that should be read carefully and considered before any decision is made with respect to the tender offer. All of these materials will be sent free of charge to all stockholders of Digitas Inc. upon request by contacting Digitas Inc. Investor Relations at investors@digitasinc.com. In addition, all of these materials (and all other materials filed by Digitas Inc. and Publicis with the Securities and Exchange Commission) will be available at no charge from the Securities and Exchange Commission through its website at http://www.sec.gov.

A Caution Concerning Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains, in addition to historical information, certain forward-looking statements. All statements included in this press release concerning activities, events or developments that Publicis Groupe and Digitas Inc. expects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from the results discussed in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations and projections about future events and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results and performance to be materially different from any future results or performance expressed or implied by forward-looking statements, including the risk that the tender offer will not close because of a failure to satisfy one or more of the closing conditions and that Digitas Inc. business will have been adversely impacted during the pendency of the tender offer. Additional information on these and other risks, uncertainties and factors is included in Digitas Inc.’ Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K and other documents filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
**CONFERENCE CALL**

**Wednesday, December 20, 2006 – 1:30 pm New-York / 7:30 pm Paris**

**Analysts & Media: Transaction Presentation**

*Maurice Lévy, David Kenny and Jean-Michel Etienne*

To participate in this conference call, please call the following numbers:

- From the USA: +1 718 354 1171
- From the UK: +44 207 138 0816
- From France: +33 1 70 99 42 66

A webcast will be available on [www.finance.publicisgroupe.com](http://www.finance.publicisgroupe.com)

---

**Publicis Groupe** (Euronext Paris: FR0000130577 and NYSE: PUB) is the world’s fourth largest communications group, as well as world’s second largest media counsel and buying group. Its activities span 104 countries on five continents.

The Groupe’s communication activities cover advertising, through three autonomous global advertising networks: Leo Burnett, Publicis, Saatchi & Saatchi, as well as through its two multi-hub networks Fallon Worldwide and 49%-owned Bartle Bogle Hegarty; media consultancy and buying through two worldwide networks ZenithOptimedia and Starcom MediaVest Group; and marketing services and specialized communications including direct marketing, public relations, corporate and financial communications, event communications, multicultural and healthcare communications with a worldwide leadership.

Web sites: [www.publicisgroupe.com](http://www.publicisgroupe.com) and [www.finance.publicisgroupe.com](http://www.finance.publicisgroupe.com)

**Digitas Inc.** (NAS: DTAS) The agencies of Digitas Inc. (Nasdaq: DTAS) help blue-chip global brands develop, engage and profit from their customers through digital, direct and indirect relationships. Driving accountable and measurable relationship engines, the agencies are known for combining art (creativity and customer insight) with science (analytics, measurement and strategy) across digital and direct media. Founded in 1980, Digitas Inc. is headquartered in Boston. The Digitas agency has locations in Boston, Chicago, Detroit and New York. The Medical Broadcasting Company is located in Philadelphia. The Modem Media agency has locations in Atlanta, London, Norwalk, and San Francisco, with 2050 people for the whole group.

Web sites: [www.digitasinc.com](http://www.digitasinc.com), [www.digitas.com](http://www.digitas.com), [www.mbcnet.com](http://www.mbcnet.com), and [www.modemmedia.com](http://www.modemmedia.com)

---

**Publicis Groupe Contacts:**

John Rossant, VP, Communications & Public Affairs: +33 1 44 43 66 78  
Eve Magnant, VP, Corporate Communications: +33 1 44 43 70 25  
Pierre Bénaich, Investor Relations: +33 1 44 43 65 00

**Digitas Inc. Contacts:**

John Stevens, VP, Corporate Communications: +1 617 867 1451  
Maggie Morris, Investor Relations: +1 617 369 8577
DIGITAS INC

CORPORATE FACT SHEET

The agencies of Digitas Inc. (NASDAQ: DTAS) help blue-chip global brands develop, engage and profit from their customers through digital, direct and indirect relationships. Driving accountable and measurable relationship engines, the agencies are known for the marriage of art (creativity and insight) and science (analytics, measurement and strategy) across digital and direct media.

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS:
33 Arch Street
Boston, MA 02110

AGENCY LOCATIONS:
Digitas: Boston, Chicago, Detroit, New York
Medical Broadcasting Company: Philadelphia
Modem Media: Atlanta, London, Norwalk, San Francisco

CONTACT:
John Stevens
(617) 867 1451
jstevens@digitasinc.com

EMPLOYEES:
More than 1,800 across agency networks and corporate staff

FOUNDED:
1980

OWNERSHIP:
Digitas Inc. is publicly traded on the NASDAQ (DTAS)

FEES REVENUE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Year 2004</td>
<td>$251.6 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Year 2005</td>
<td>$340.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 2006</td>
<td>$ 97.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 2006</td>
<td>$100.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 2006</td>
<td>$ 95.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DILUTED WEIGHTED AVERAGE COMMON SHARES OUTSTANDING:
As of 09/30/06 93,974,000

SENIOR LEADERSHIP:
David Kenny, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ernest Cloutier, General Counsel and Secretary
Linda Holliday, President, Medical Broadcasting Company
Cella Irvine, Chief Administrative Officer
David Kramer, Chief Executive Officer, Medical Broadcasting Company
Laura Lang, President, Digitas LLC
Martin Reidy, President, Modem Media
Brian Roberts, Chief Financial Officer

HIGHLIGHTS:

- Founded in 1980, the Digitas agency offers marketing services and strategy to design, build and run the marketing engines that drive customer acquisition, cross-sell, loyalty, affinity and care operations across digital and traditional media for world-leading marketers

- Founded in 1990, Medical Broadcasting Company offerings span from acquisition to conversion through retention and include digital marketing strategy, web analytics, media planning and buying, search engine marketing, creative design, interactive web development, broadband and video production, and relationship marketing

- Founded in 1987, the Modem Media agency offers a range of integrated marketing services, including strategy and planning; creative design and execution; media research, planning and buying; search marketing; online and offline direct marketing; and technology enablement

- The Digitas Inc. family has long-term relationships with such clients as American Express, AstraZeneca, AT&T, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Delta Air Lines, General Motors, IBM, HP, Kraft Foods and McNeil

*Includes Modem Media acquisition on 10/15/04
DIGITAS

AGENCY FACT SHEET

Digitas is one of the country’s leading digital and direct marketing agencies. Digitas offers marketing services and strategy to design, build and run the marketing engines that drive customer acquisition, cross-sell, loyalty, affinity and care operations across digital and traditional media for world-leading brands. Known for its blend of strategy, creativity, execution and measurement, Digitas is a four-time Cannes Lions Award winner in both Cyber and Direct categories. Digitas and siblings Medical Broadcasting Company and Modem Media are agencies of Digitas Inc.

AGENCY HEADQUARTERS:
33 Arch Street
Boston, MA 02110

LOCATIONS:
Boston, Chicago, Detroit, New York

FOUNDED:
1980

OWNERSHIP:
Digitas LLC is a subsidiary of Digitas Inc., which is publicly traded on the NASDAQ (DTAS)

SENIOR LEADERSHIP:
Laura Lang, President
Mark Beeching, Global Executive Creative Director
Torrence Boone, President, Digitas Boston and Digitas Chicago
Carl Fremont, Global Media Director
Judy Jackson, Head of Human Resources
Jim Rossman, Chief Operating Officer
Joanne Zaiac, President, Digitas New York

AWARDS, CITATIONS, AND RANKINGS:

Agency
Runner-up, Interactive Agency of the Year - BtoB Magazine (2006)
Honorable Mention, Interactive Agency of the Year - BtoB Magazine (2005)
Silver Honors, Interactive Agency of the Year - Media Magazine (2005)
President’s Awards Winner - Adweek (2000)

Creative
Second Place, Use of Games, Contests, and Sweepstakes - PRO Awards (2006)
Second Place, Use of Interactive Media or Electronic Direct Marketing - PRO Awards (2006)
A. Eicoff Broadcast Innovation Award, Silver ECHO Award - DMA ECHO Awards (2006)
Two Gold, Brand Positioning Awareness, Direct Response - MIXX Awards (2006)
Best Use of SMS/MMS Mobile Marketing - PROMO’s Interactive Marketing Awards (2006)
Best Use of Internet-based Trial Recruitment - PROMO’s Interactive Marketing Awards (2006)
Super Reggie Award, Gold Reggie Award - Reggie Awards (2006)
One First Place, Two Second Place - PRO Awards (2005)
Digital ECHO Award, Silver ECHO Award - DMA ECHO Awards (2005)
Two Cyber Lions Shortlists - Cannes Lions Awards (2005)
Two Best of Shows - Graphis Magazine Interaction Design (2005)
Cyber Lions Silver, Bronze - Cannes Lions Awards (2004)
Bronze Pencil Winner, Corporate Image B-to-C CD Rom - One Show Interactive (2004)
AGENCY FACT SHEET

MBC is a leading full-service healthcare vertical interactive marketing agency, exclusively serving clients in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device industries. Since 1990, MBC has created innovative, integrated marketing programs that support and improve health decision-making for both consumer and healthcare professional audiences. MBC services span from acquisition to conversion through retention and include digital marketing strategy, online media planning and buying, search engine marketing, digital video production, web development, and web analytics. For more information please visit www.mbcnet.com.

AGENCY HEADQUARTERS:
229 South 18th Street
Rittenhouse Square
Philadelphia, PA 19103

LOCATIONS:
Philadelphia, New York City

FOUNDED:
1990

OWNERSHIP:
Medical Broadcasting Company is a subsidiary of Digitas Inc., which is publicly traded on the NASDAQ (DTAS)

SENIOR LEADERSHIP:
David Kramer, Chief Executive Officer
Linda Holliday, President
Len Dolce, Senior Vice President, Finance
Michael Golub, MD, FACP, Executive Vice President, Strategy & Medicine
Christine Higgins, Executive Vice President, Operations & Business Process
Matt McNally, Vice President, Media Services
Larry Mickelberg, Senior Vice President, Strategy & Enablement
Alexandra Von Plato, Chief Creative Officer
Navarrow Wright, Senior Vice President, Technology

AWARDS, CITATIONS, AND RANKINGS:
Agency
Finalist, Interactive Agency of the Year - DTC Perspectives’ Perspectives on Excellence Awards (2006)
Top 50 Interactive Agencies - Adweek (2006)
Top Healthcare Marketing Agencies - Advertising Age (2005)
Top 50 Interactive Agencies - Adweek (2005)
Top 50 Interactive Agencies - Adweek (2004)

Creative
Gold, Two Silver - Art Director’s Club of Philadelphia Awards Annual (2006)
First Place, Finalist - FREDDIE Awards (2006)
Two Best in Show, Two Gold, Silver, Bronze - HIRC World Wide Web Health Awards (2006)
Two Silver - IN-AWE Awards (2006)
Two Finalists - Medical Marketing & Media Awards (2006)
Ad Stars - Pharmaceutical Executive (2006)
Gold, Best Interactive Campaign - PhAME Awards (2006)
Finalist, Best Website - FREDDIE Awards (2005)
Gold, Best Website - IN-AWE Awards (2005)
Two Finalists - Medical Marketing & Media Awards (2005)
Two Awards of Excellence - RxClub Awards (2005)
AGENCY FACT SHEET

Modem Media is a digital and direct marketing agency that works with world-class companies to leverage and maximize their marketing channels to generate greater value and loyalty from their customers. Modem Media offers a range of integrated marketing services, including strategy and planning; creative design and execution; media research, planning and buying; search marketing; online and offline direct marketing; and technology enablement. Founded in 1987, Modem Media is recognized for its success in helping clients increase sales and reduce costs across their communications, selling and service activities. The company's clients include Delta Air Lines, HP, Heineken USA, Kraft Foods and Lloyds TSB. Modem Media and siblings Digitas LLC and Medical Broadcasting Company are agencies of Digitas Inc.

AGENCY HEADQUARTERS:
111 Sutter Street, 16th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94104

LOCATIONS:
Atlanta, London, New York, Norwalk, Connecticut, San Francisco

FOUNDED:
1987

OWNERSHIP:
Modem Media is a subsidiary of Digitas Inc., which is publicly traded on the NASDAQ (DTAS)

SENIOR LEADERSHIP:
Martin Reidy, President
Laura Agostini, Senior Vice President, Talent Management
Frank Gallon, Chief Operating Officer
Norm Johnston, Executive Vice President, Managing Director, Europe
Dani Nadel, Executive Vice President, Managing Director, East
Brian Powley, Executive Vice President, Managing Director, West
Michael Smith, Executive Vice President, Strategy

AWARDS, CITATIONS, AND RANKINGS:
One Gold, Three Finalists - OMMA Awards (2006)
Best Employment Website Award, Outstanding Website Award, Standard of Excellence Award - WebAwards (2006)
One Gold, Consumer Electronics, One Finalist, Best CRM Campaign - Campaign Digital Awards (2006)
Gold, Best Viral Email Campaign, B-to-B - MarketingSherpa Awards (2006)
Winner, Creative Award, High Commendation, Best Digital Direct Campaign - Revolution Awards (2006)
Cyber Lions Bronze - Cannes Lions Awards (2005)
Silver ECHO Award - DMA (2005)
One Gold, One Silver, One Bronze - MIXX Awards (2005)
One Bronze, One Merit Award - One Show Interactive (2005)
Best Professional Service Website Award, Two Standard of Excellence Awards - WebAwards (2005)
David Kenny  
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

As chairman and CEO of Digitas Inc., David Kenny has led the company to become one of the industry’s leading marketing services organizations. Digitas Inc. is the parent company of three successful digital and direct marketing companies: Digitas, Medical Broadcasting Company and Modem Media. The agencies of Digitas Inc. help blue-chip global brands develop, engage and profit from their customers through digital, direct and indirect relationships. Driving accountable and measurable relationship engines, they are known for the marriage of art (creativity and insight) and science (analytics, measurement and strategy).

A former senior partner at Bain & Company, the global strategic consulting firm, David holds a B.S. from the General Motors Institute (Kettering University) and an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School. He is a board member for Teach For America and a director of The Corporate Executive Board.
Ernest Cloutier  
General Counsel and Secretary

As general counsel and secretary, Ernest Cloutier is responsible for managing Digitas Inc.’s legal affairs including; securities law compliance, corporate and employment matters, client and vendor contracts, intellectual property, privacy, litigation, and corporate governance.

Prior to joining Digitas Inc. in 2000 as vice president and assistant general counsel, Ernest was with the firm of Goodwin Procter LLP. There he represented a wide variety of foreign and domestic firms in public and private transactions and represented Digitas leading up to its initial public offering in March 2000. Previously, he was with the firm of Dechert LLP in Philadelphia where he focused on mergers and acquisitions, securitizations, and public offerings.

Ernest holds a B.A. from Bates College and a J.D., magna cum laude, from Washington College of Law at American University. He is a member of the Massachusetts Bar Association.
As chief administrative officer, Cella leads corporate infrastructure and strategic planning for Digitas Inc., including corporate communications, finance, information technology, law, process design and strategic planning.

Cella joined Digitas in April 2005 from Marsh Inc., a world leading insurance brokerage, where she served as chief operations officer of one of its business units. Her responsibilities there included process management, administration, technology, product development and communications. She joined Marsh in 2001 as head of strategic planning for the corporation and oversaw the development of the firm’s comprehensive three-year plan.

Irvine has been a leader in the digital industry for nearly two decades. She was general manager of New York Sidewalk, Microsoft’s internet media venture, from its inception to its acquisition by Ticketmaster/CitySearch. Before joining Microsoft, she was a vice president and general manager of Hearst New Media, the interactive division of the Hearst Corporation. Before Hearst, Irvine was with Prodigy in a broad variety of roles, including heading the e-mail and Internet product management group and the customer relations group. Prior to Prodigy, she produced and marketed entertainment and educational software at Activision, one of the early leaders in the videogame industry.

Cella holds a B.A. from Cornell University and an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School. She is a member of the President’s Council of Cornell Women and received the prestigious Rising Star award from the New York Women’s Agenda.
Brian K. Roberts
Chief Financial Officer

As chief financial officer, Brian is responsible for overseeing financial operations including forecasting and reporting, and all accounting and finance functions globally at Digitas Inc. Before assuming this role, Brian was chief accounting officer, managing financial planning and analysis, cash management, client finance, reporting, SEC compliance, taxes, insurance, and general accounting.

Prior to joining Digitas Inc. in 2001, Brian was vice president of finance at Idiom Technologies, Inc., a software and services provider. Previously, he was U.S. controller for the Monitor Group, a management consulting firm, and prior to that he was in the audit division of Ernst & Young LLP, a public accounting firm.

Brian holds a B.S, magna cum laude, in accounting and finance from Boston College. He is a Certified Public Accountant in Massachusetts.
Laura Lang
President, Digitas

As president, Laura leads Digitas client facing organization and the company’s new business endeavors. Laura brings to the role 20 years of experience in brand management, product management, and strategic consulting.

Prior to joining Digitas in 1999, Laura was president of Marketing Corporation of America, providing strategic consulting services to clients in the retail, electronics and information, entertainment, travel, and gaming industries. Previously, she was a senior vice president/group manager at Yankelovich Clancy Shulman. Before becoming a consultant, Laura worked in product and brand management at Bristol Myers, Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, and the Quaker Oats Company.

A summa cum laude graduate of Tufts University, Laura holds an M.B.A. from the University of Pennsylvania Wharton School of Business.
David Kramer is a new media entrepreneur. Together with partner Linda Holliday, he has built Medical Broadcasting Company into the leading provider of digital marketing and communications solutions serving the pharmaceutical and related healthcare industries. David began his career in advertising, brand management, and consumer goods marketing. In 1979, he founded and became president of SBK Pictures, a nationally known TV commercial and film production company based in Philadelphia. Still flourishing today, SBK was one of the first regional organizations to garner a national reputation and offer an alternative to the production centers of New York and Los Angeles. Respected for his strategic marketing as well as his creative talents, David concentrates on client relationship and account management development in addition to his CEO duties. He is frequently consulted by pharmaceutical company senior management, especially in the development of digital and relationship marketing strategies.
Linda Holliday
President

Linda Holliday is a new media visionary for pharmaceutical companies, and provides much of MBC’s sales and strategic services. Lately, she has focused her efforts on building MBC into a more business-oriented organization, creating systems and infrastructure to enable the growth of the organization well beyond its current size. She was recently honored as a “Woman of Distinction” by the National Association of Women Business Owners and Philadelphia Business Journal and is on the business advisory board for the National Foundation for Celiac Awareness. In her career, Linda has directed the marketing efforts for the regional sports channels of Cablevision, for SBK Pictures, and has also served as an independent marketing consultant. Linda earned an MBA from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and a bachelor’s degree in fine arts from the University of Michigan.
Martin Reidy is the president of Modem Media, a position he assumed in October, 2004. In this role, Martin is responsible for leading and managing the Modem Media network, as well as integrating and evolving the strategy and service capabilities of the company following its merger with Digitas Inc. Since 2003, Martin had been president, Digitas San Francisco, where he led business development efforts in the company's San Francisco office and across the entire Digitas network.
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